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On the 5th of April we lifted Larry out of the water. In five
working day’s two boat builders (Bjørn Lillevoll and Ole
Langvik-Hansen ) repaired and replaced 11 ribs. The
materials we used were oak. The ¼” copper rivets were
supplied by the owner. Our advice was to increase the
dimension a little, compared to the previously used, to fill the
holes after old rivets properly. We used epoxy to glue the
scarf’s together. One keel bolt was checked as requested by
the owner.

Kazimierz is reinstalling the keelbolt.
A blend og tar and zink-powder is
used to seal it.

DESCRIPTION OF WORK DONE
Keelbolt
We checked the first keel bolt behind the mast. We had to
remove an empty tank behind the mast to get access to the
bolt. This particular bolt was in good condition and is used
again.

Hull
Repairs/joints
Following is a description of the work to the particular ribs, use
the numbers on the photographs to locate the ribs.
1. One (sister) rib was only fastened with four bolts to the
original ribs next to it. The bolts are removed mainly
because they seemed to be the cause of the damage
to the original ribs. The sister rib was in good condition
and is used again but this time it’s riveted to the
boards and not bolted to the adjacent ribs.
2. The bad parts of the original ribs are removed and
new wood is put in place using scarfs of around 30 cm
and rivets to strengthen and connect the news
construction to the boards. The scarfs are glued with
epoxy by SP epoxy system, SP106 resin and slow
hardener.
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Port side, towards the stem.

At the starbord side, towards the
stern.

Starboard side, midship

Starboard side, midship
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3. The two original ribs were damaged around the rivets,
what the damage cause is not certain to say. We used
the same method as described under number two.
4. Because of a big crack in one of the original ribs we
placed a new sister rib beside it and above an earlier
sister rib and riveted it to the boards. We did this
because of a construction connected to the original ribs
just above the cracks.
5. This rib was damaged in the same way as described
under number 2 and fixed in the same way.
6. This sister rib was mounted with rivets but had a bad
fitting and was removed to make it easier to replace
the adjacent rib. We used it again with a better fit
and using rivets.
7. The next two ribs where badly damaged and we
replaced them partially, one of them almost
completely. Here we also used scarf’s where possible
and rivets.
8. The rib in the front of the boat had a lot of damage
and was almost completely replaced, the damage was
not spread to the other rib.
It was not possible to replace complete ribs and thus maintain
the original construction. If we wanted to do this we had to
remove a more substantial part of the construction beside
parts of the interior, the duration and cost would have been
several times longer and higher.

Bjørn is working on the scarves.

Ole and Endre. Preparing
replacement of copper rivets.

The double oak frame connection
bolts were heavily corroded.
Possibly due to their contact with the
copper rivets close by.
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OTHER TASKS
Previews/Inspections
On the 12.th of august 2010, Christiaan van Gaal inspected
Larry when it was in Hellarbogen. Later (5.10.2010) Nils
Marius Johansen inspected Larry in Harstad, and wrote the
report (SITE-VISIT GAFFRIGGED CUTTER LARRY).

Interior as photographed during the
inspection in august 2010

Preparations
On the 5th of April we lifted Larry out of the water, and put up
a boat cradle to support the hull while ashore. At wednesday
the 13th we put Larry back in the water, no leakages were
found that same day and the day after.

USEFUL LINKS ON CORROSION

One of the damages as shown to Nils
in november 2010.

Corrosion Related Problems (Wooden Boat nr.93)
http://www.cruiserswiki.org/index.php?title=Yacht_Corrosion
http://newboatbuilders.com/docs/CorrosionOnBoats.pdf
http://www.cruiserlog.com/forums/index.php?showtopic=104
02
http://www.boatus.com/boattech/MarineCorrosion.htm

Larry was lifted out of the water the
5.th of april 2011…

http://www.yachtsurvey.com/corrosion.htm
http://m.educell.com/cell/div_guide.jsp?guideId=2132&orgId
=47&dId=85&catId=Cat_178&subNm=Marine%20Corrosion
&catNm=Engine%20Shop
http://www.kastenmarine.com/corrosion.htm
http://www.seamagazine.com/hob/DM_article.asp?id=4045
http://www.boatcorrosion.com/aboutcorrosion.html

… and put back into water the 13.th
of april.

Gratangen, April 27, 2011
Ronny Grindstein, Leader of Ship Preservation dep.
Christiaan van Gaal, Project Manager
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ATTACHMENTS
Illustration rib-repair

Notes by Nils Marius Johansen
SITE-VISIT GAFFRIGGED CUTTER LARRY
05.11.2010 HARSTAD
Nicholson 1907, 38.5 feet, weight 17 tons
OWNER Christopher Singer
The vessel lies near Harstad Marina.
Pine on oak, double-in ribs 2 x 65mm, and ribs. Skin fastened with copper rivets, clinker, other bolts of
steel.
Owner is in contact with the electrician, Roy Rausandhaug “Elinnstallatøren,” for control regarding power
leakage.
Corrosion and or rot damage in the ribs discovered by the owner. By inspection, I recommended the
repair of two damaged ribs below the waterline (see photos). I was notified by the owner later that he
had found another 3 points on which repairs was necessary. Owner will transmit images and description
by mail. Damage can be caused by contact between the different materials (copper and iron). It may
also be ordinary rot damage. The hull is painted inside that prevents the wood to breathe.
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Damaged areas are at both sides, but mainly starboard. Recommended improvements are flush of new
wood with bonded brackets or lamination, possibly also a new section ribs on the side of the damaged
area connected to the original frames with bolts. Proposes to use stainless steel bolts to reduce the risk of
electrochemical corrosion of the woodwork.
65mm thick planed oak is needed to finish repairs and epoxy or equivalent. Owner will acquire copper
rivets of the same type that was originally used in the vessel.
Owner can assist with the necessary disassembly of the fixtures for access.
It is necessary put the vessel ashore for repairs. Probably the best solution is to lift with a crane.
Alternatively rebuilding one of our slip carriages with side supports.
Ship preservation manager, Ronny Grindstein stated as the contact for price and capacity.
Nils Marius Johansen 08.11.2010
Vessel preservation consultant
+4740604710

Photos mentioned:
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Owners description
Yacht Larry Rot and Electrolysis
Summary of comments from Nils, wooden boat builder from Nordnorsk Fartøyvernsenter’s. Visit 6th
November 2010
The really bad bits are rot not electrolysis. Nothing is imminently dangerous but two should be fixed
before ocean sailing (later another one reported verbally and three more since).
Rot has in some cases been caused by proximity of copper and iron. Sometimes it has destroyed the
fibre (lignin) causing it to go fluffy. Once rot starts it does not stop. Covering won’t make much difference
to stopping/spreading given the time before repairing starts.
Electrolysis. The electrolysis would appear to be stopped with negligible damage, but a smearing with
strong white vinegar (30%) will result in bubbles if there is a current. There was no white fluffiness which
is a sign and therefore assumed corrected. Can all be on the side next to which moored. Leave for now.
(The electrician had detected on a domestic battery terminal before correction. All bad spots have since
been smeared with no reaction).
Caution: Nils said they are not familiar with oak. Pine is normal in the North: this affects diagnosis not
woodworking. He only inspected the potentially bad spots, it being difficult to move contents.
They are surprised we paint hulls inside. They prefer to oil to let the wood breathe. Electrolysis shows on
the end of a nail first. Oak can rot from the inside first.
They don’t have wet detector as seen at Gillingham.
The fixing should not take too long IF nothing else is discovered and PROVIDING we take apart the
surrounding fittings and we are hauled out. Their Centre is a bad place in winter but should have calmed
down by March. They can source the very small quantities of oak we need.
We should bring out copper nails to replace if necessary. If we have to buy, get slightly bigger gauge
eg if 5mm get 5.5.They are 5mm on board
Action
Ronnie will (a) quote for the two scarfings (since advised 6 on basis of work reported below) but won’t
be a fixed quote as other things may, and frequently do, arise and (b) advise when to sail over. Whilst
doing above we will double check areas for any change from November and have second thoughts on
others. Will include haul out maybe by military crane.
CS to find a maintenance course in which to discuss scarfing and use of epoxy. Maybe I then do the
smaller jobs perhaps in epoxy. They occasionally do maintenance courses but not in epoxy.
Analysis of Nils visit and subsequent CS inspection
Having had Nils’s guidance I then went over virtually the whole boat again except where prevented by
engine, tanks and heads etc. which are largish exceptions. I particularly concentrated on where iron bolts
were near copper nails. The results follow. See separate map.
Highlighted in yellow are those 6 to be quoted for. Highted in blue are those not previously reported
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Numbers refer to the diagram. If there is a code beside the number below there is a photo. Unsure
means not sure the photo is correctly located
Cause

Large Medium Small Urgent? Decision

PORT SIDE

Port Quarter berth(PQB)
1 Rated very slight first time. Not inspected

S

No

Leave

UC1 Very small amount of rotten wood which is dry

S

No

Check

UC2 Small rotten wood which is dry

S

No

Check

S

No

Leave

S

No

Leave

PMC2 Scraped off paint by iron and OK. Photo unsure

S

No

Leave

PMC3 Scraped off paint by iron and OK. 2 photos unsure

S

OK

Leave

PMC4 Scraped off paint by iron and OK. Photo unsure

S

OK

Leave

PMC5 Rotten. Proximity of copper and iron although have not yet
fully dug. Looks the same as others. Photo Unsure

M

Urgent

PMC6 Hard ok.

S

No

PMC7 Disintegrated, iron with some black. Not dug. 2 Photos unsure

S

Fairly

Under ex gas box
Not checked

Under cooker (UC)

Under Ice Box (UIB)
UIB1 Small rotten wood which is dry

Under sink and under box(US)
OK

Port Main Cabin (PMC)
1 Paint doesn’t come off so OK
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PMC8 Rotten. Proximity of copper and iron. Connects to chain plate
. One of the metals to be removed

M

Fairly

S

No

PMC10 Small forward locker rotten very close proximity of copper
and hidden iron. Does not seem much rot but probably is.
Not yet dug. Photos very unsure here

M

Fairly

Inspect

PMC11 Small aft locker. Signs of black but hidden iron found. Wood
hard. But watch. Not yet dug.

M

Fairly

Inspect

PMC12 Visible shows some rot but out of sight and needing a mirror
could be more

M

Fairly

Inspect

PMC13 Surround to copper OK

S

No

M

No

Inspect

L

Urgent

Repair by
Centre

No?

Reconsider.
Maybe has
to be scarf
(or epoxy
job). Size 5
x 5 x 5cm

9 Rated small first time. Not inspected

Inspect
Leave

Leave

Checked behind all panels under books. OK apart from
above

Heads (H)
H1 Black but hard. View from forecabin. Have to take up heads
floor to see properly
Pipes ok

Forecabin (FC)
FC1A Rotten. 36cm down side of frame taking half. Cause not
clear. Afterthought: could be lack of breathing due to too
FC1B much soft kit. Will need to cut floor to gain access

2 Rotten. Screw driver goes all way through under metal plate. L
Metal plate joins hard frame so safe. Considered where
epoxy put in by Caley Marina, Scotland. Will be very major
repair due to construction so best left to next major refit.
Afterthought: position of epoxy not clear as painted over.
Fluffy rather than wet
FC3 Very tiny bit of rot that’s dry

S

No

Leave

STARBOARD SIDE

Starboard Quarter berth(SQB)
None and not inspected
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Main Berth (MB)
MB1 OK. Unsure

S

No

Leave

L

Urgent

Repair by
Centre

S

No

Leave till
out water

MB4 Very tiny bit of rot that’s dry and slight black.There is a
horizontal iron bolt just visible buried in the wood and
painted. Is this the beginning? Wrongly labelled 2

S

No

Inspect

MB5 Very tiny bit of rot that’s dry. Iron bolt nearby. Above
waterline

S

No

Inspect

6 Very tiny bit of rot that’s dry. Can’t see iron bolt but
probable. Above waterline

S

No

Inspect

S

No

Inspect

SMC? Electrolysis? Unsure

S

No

Inspect

SMC1 Rotten. Proximity of copper and iron. Connects to chain plate

M

No

Maybe

SMC2 Rotten. Proximity of copper and iron although have not
exposed latter but can see bolt from other side .

M

Urgent

Repair by
Centre
likely

SMC3 Rotten. Proximity of copper and iron.

M

Urgent

Repair by
Centre

SMC4 Rotten. Proximity of copper and iron. Copper may have
been damaged so should be replaced. Scooping out more
could cause oozing up copper nail so leave. Horizontal hole
goes in 10cm into adjacent frame. Could scarf up to 44cm”,
maybe more to embrace 4A. Dismantling of surrounds will
take about a day by us

L

Urgent

Repair by
Centre

M

No

Leave

M

No

Leave

M

No

MB2 First decision. Wet. Scrape off paint and let breathe and
wait and see.
Second decision found rotten. Scraped off and found much
softwood and an iron bolt not visible externally and near
copper. Attacked both main frames. 5 Photos one unsure
3 Caulking? Not touched

MB7 Very tiny bit of rot that’s dry. iron bolt nearby.

Starboard Main Cabin (SMC)

4A Electrolysis. Decision could be altered by 4
5 Electrolysis.
SMC6 Rotten. Proximity of copper and iron.
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Epoxy?
SMC6A Hard? OK

S

No

S

No

Leave

SMC7 Electrolysis

M

No

Leave

SMC8 Suspicious 2nd under seat

M

No

Inspect

S

No

Inspect

1 Found crystals as in electrolysis. But wood hard.

S

OK

Leave

2 Wood hard.

S

OK

Leave

3 Wood hard.

S

OK

Leave

4 Wood hard.

S

OK

Leave

FPS1 To the left very tiny bit of rot that’s dry, To right weeping,
some blank, damp but hard.

S

No

Inspect

FPS2 To the left very tiny bit of rot that’s dry, To right weeping,
some blank, damp but hard. Hull also affected but hard

S

No

Inspect

6B Under floor beneath my repair. Inspected and seemed OK

9 Rot which is dry

Inspect

Linen Cupboard(LC)

Clothes Locker(CL)
Clothes (Wet weather gear) locker OK

Sail Locker(SL)
Sail locker not double checked but was OK

Forepeak Starboard (FPS)

3 Considerable weeping behind slats which will need to come
out to see properly

Check

Forepeak Port(FPP)
1 Not inspected

S

No

Leave

2 Very tiny bit of rot that’s dry (no photo)
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UNDER FLOOR

Lazarette(L)
1 Rated small first time, so not inspected

S

No

Leave

1 Originally we said slight so not inspected as engineers
working

S

No

Leave

2 Originally we said slight so not inspected as engineers
working

S

No

Leave

3 Originally we said slight so not inspected as engineers
working

S

No

Leave

4 Originally we said slight so not inspected as engineers
working

S

No

Leave

S

No

Leave

Cockpit (C)

Engine Starboard(ES)
ES1 Pin was very green but wood is hard
ES2 Pin with white puffy
ES3 Pin with green and yellow puffy
ES4 Bolt with orange puffy on metal
Checked water input to engine, a classic electrolysis sign.
OK
Checked my repair to port of engine bilge area. All around
OK

OK

Surrounding area behind steps OK

OK

Engine Port(EP)
Can’t see. Do we have to take starter battery etc out?

Mast, Under floor (M)
M1 Like hard chalk. Could be remains of adjacent epoxy
M2 Keel bolt had white crystals/powder. Photos show before
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and after. Cleaned up well. M2(2) after cleaning

carefully

M3 Hardwood having scraped off paint to port of mast.
Wrongly labelled in photo

Opp heads, underfloor (OH)
OH1 White dustering of keel bolts. Cleaned well

M

No

Watch
carefully

OH2 White dustering of keel bolts. Cleaned well

M

No

Watch
carefully

OH3 Keel bolt fine
OH4 Keel bolt fine. White in photo is dirt
Checked Log OK
Check Depthfinder OK

Conclusion
All the previously identified spots were revisited and some more found. Wherever paint was loose it was
scraped off, spiked and dug to some extent if need be. The big ones were not dug to conclusion (a)
because of time (b) because Nils said not vital from spore spreading/getting worse over a matter of
months (c) there was some risk that a leak, albeit mild, would occur up the exposed pins. In the case of
the big ones chunks will come out and scarfs will need to be put in. All the above were dosed in vinegar
35% supposedly to contain the spores and at the same time expose electrolysis by bubbling. This can
happen quickly and has not yet (1 day to 2 days later).
Photographed nearly all, some with labels. Covered all up before leaving with brown tape just in case.
A pattern emerged.
1
2

3
4
5
6

All problems are around the copper nails that go through the hull.
Most significant problems (identified by Nils as rot) have occurred where an iron bolt is near
the copper nail. (iron bolts have been used to join the main double (or triple?) sister frames
horizontally. The copper nails go through the hull. This predates our time and was not done in
the US or by Godfrey in UK). The iron is not always visible with heads buried and painted
over and the nut end sometimes covered by a triple frame. I wonder if they are original as
surely putting copper near iron would never be done nowadays).
If the rot is below the waterline the wood around the nail is mushy deep down sometimes to
the hull, black and damp – and can extend many centimetres along to the iron
If the rot is above the waterline the wood around the nail is flaky and dry – and covers a
very small and shallow area.
In addition there are a number of nails with oval shaped loss of paint (up and down the
wood) which are dry with very little softwood and identified by Nils as electrolysis.
There are two exceptions. Under the linen cupboard there were two nails ‘joined by crystals’
identified by Nils as electrolysis. A day after applying vinegar no bubbles/crystals
appeared implying no electrolysis. Under the starboard side of the engine there was one nail
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with a white fluffy top, one nail with a green and yellow fluff, one vertical bolt through a
metal strut with orange fluff. Electrolysis? Again nothing re-appeared after dosing with
vinegar.
The above does not answer the questions:
1
2

Why/when has rot just taken hold – or has it been growing for years without us seeing?
What about the areas we cannot see – it does seem that trouble centres around the main cabin
and berth and at a level above tanks and engine which is some comfort. Is that normal or wishful
thinking?

Christopher Singer
Harstad Marina
November 2010

Map showing where the repairs were done.
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